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Abstract  Students working in teams of five representing a diversity of majors space 

planned a Bed & Breakfast Inn converted from a Victorian home. Client 
program data, floor plans, and project execution criteria guided the teams 
in their solutions, including the completed furnishings plan and written 
description of how the space was designed . 

 
Objectives • To apply in a practical format, lecture material covering space planning, 

design process, drafting, and human factors; and 
• T-o involve students actively in the design of an interior setting, where 

they deal with space planning , human factors, color, design elements and 
principles, as well as furniture styles. 

 
Criteria • Given the interior floor plans of a Victorian home, scaled furniture 

templates, and the client program data, students develop a design 
concept for that space encompassing the required criteria. 

• Using this design concept, students create a workable interior space 
plan by either tracing (precisely) over the furniture pieces, redrawing 
them (to scale), or cutting out the furniture templates. 

• Students carefully draw, trace, or cut out the furniture/accessory items to 
be placed on the floor plan.  Care is given that all edges are even and 
straight (cut-outs), that lines are straight and precise (drawn or traced), and 
that the overall appearance of the plan is neat and professional. 

• Next students execute a final plan (using pencil or black felt tip only) 
with a furniture layout for the space, in a scale of (1/4" = 1'-0"), 
providing adequate clearances, good traffic flow and circulation, and a 
scheme that meets program requirements . 

• All furniture, accessories, or other required items that are not readily 
identifiable from the way they are drawn are labeled. Dotted lines 
indicate movable items (i.e., chairs at a table, etc.). Lettering and 
labeling should be very neatly printed. 

• A very brief and concise description of the space is written using the 
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"Space Planning Project Description Form". The description should 
establish the color(s) chosen, the style(s) of furnishings and 

accessories used, the major types of materials, i.e., wood, brick, tile, etc., as 
well as the overall theme created, i.e., sophisticated elegance, country 
french, casual eclectic, etc. 

• The completed space plan and project description are to be turned in to 
the professor by the due date. 

 
Space Planning Exercise-Client Program Data 

 
The Situation 
Richard and Paulette Petranoff are entrepreneurs with world-wide business 
interests, home-based in Seattle, Washington. The couple's latest business 
venture is converting their former Victorian home into a Bed-and  
Breakfast Inn, to be called "The Queen Anne" (in reference to the Queen 
Anne district in Seattle where it's located). They wish your design input 
and expertise in executing this project  The desire is to create a 
comfortable, yet elegantly sophisticated setting for a clientele wishing a 
genteel place to stay when in Seattle. 

 
The Clients 
The Petranoffs recently moved into their new high-rise condominium, 
which has been furnished with highly contemporary classics and showcases 
their extensive art collection (paintings, sculpture, porcelains, etc.).  They 
keep apartments in Hong Kong and Frankfurt, West Germany, making their 
international travel easier. 

 
Richard, 44, retired from the service, is a major defense contract bidder, 
restaurateur, advertising spokesperson, and now innkeeper. Paulette, 38, is 
a former fashion model, an authoress, civic-minded hostess, and maintains 
an exhaustive lecture circuit. The Petranoffs have two children: a son, Kyle, 
aged 17, who started West Point Academy this fall, and Kimberly, aged 12, 
attending a private girl's school in Switzerland. Richard and Paulette travel 
abroad approximately once every six weeks for up to ten days at a time. They 
are both culturally aware and enjoy shopping for new exotic items, as well as 
old artifacts. Their diverse collection is available for inclusion in your design. 

 
The Setting 
"The Queen Anne" is a three-story, 105 year-old Victorian gracing Queen 
Anne Hill in Seattle, Washington. Originally belonging to Paulette's 
grandparents, it was the Petranoffs primary residence for the last fifteen years. 
With the purchase of the new condo, plans were made to convert the former residence 
into a grand Bed-and-Breakfast Inn. The inn overlooks Puget Sound, with 
commanding views towards Bainbridge Island across the sound. Architects 
have prepared the basic renovations as shown on the floor plans (first and 
second floor). All applicable codes have been met and structural 
modifications determined (hence the column in the center of the dining 
room). No other changes to the setting may be made (doors, windows, etc.). 
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The first floor plan shows the Reception/Entry Hall; Library/Lounge; Dining 
Room; and one (1) handicap-accessible Bath Room. Not shown on the 
plan are an additional bathroom, a second Parlor space, and Inn 
Office. The stairs lead up to two floors with Bed Room Suites and Bath 
Rooms.  The second floor plan shows one Suite with Bath; two Guest 
Rooms with Baths; a Landing; and Morning Room.  Not shown on the 
plan are the remaining Suites and Guest Rooms. 

 
Rooms rent from $105.00 to $165.00 per night (includes Continental 
Breakfast, High Tea, and evening liqueur). Bay windows are features of 
the Library/Lounge, Dining Room, and Guest Suite/Bed Rooms. 

 
A Veranda and enclosed Porch curve around the west side from the 
Entry and have three (3) pairs of french doors opening out to it from the 
Dining Room.  This allows for outdoor dining when weather permits.  A 

balcony from the second floor overlooks the two-story high 
Reception/Entry Hall, which is graced by a hanging Venetian crystal 
chandelier.  A Balcony/Deck overlooking the Veranda from the 
second floor is another feature. · 

 
Two Greek-order columns frame the Entry into the Dining Room. The 
part of the first floor interior you will be designing consists of 
approximately 1,560 square feet and another 1,521 square feet on the 
second floor. At the rear (north) is access to a fully outfitted commercial 
kitchen (not on plan and not to be designed).  Oak plank flooring runs 
throughout, but may be changed to marble, terra cotta, adobe pavers, 
tile, carpeting, or combination (must be specifled). 

 
The Challenge 
Richard and Paulette Petranoff wish to engage your services in designing 
the Reception/Entry, Library/Lounge , Dining Room, Morning Room, the 
Guest Suite/Bath, and two Guest Rooms/Baths of "The Queen Anne". 
The planning and research indicate a number of persons will come to 
"The Queen Anne" to dine only. A five-star chef from France has been 
hired to prepare continental cuisine (entree prices range from $11.95-
$34.95, average dinner for two = $78.00). You are to integrate into your 
concept 
all of the above information and all of the below requirements. 

 
Their greatest desire is for an Eclectic interior, mirroring their tastes and 
lifestyle. They do not want any one period (i.e., English 18th century, 
French Provincial, Early American, Post Modem, etc.) to dominate. A 
combination of classical elements, traditional and contemporary 
furnishings would best suit their goals in achieving this.  One million 
($1,000,000.00) dollars has been allocated for the renovation and 
redesign of "The Queen Anne". 
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Requirements 
• The Reception/Entry Hall provide s the first impression upon 

entering 'The Queen Anne". Therefore, your overall design intent 
must be presented here. 

• A sign-in desk with a couple of guest chairs is necessary in the Entry 
Hall. The Petranoffs have an antique Louis XV bureauplat (writing desk), 
48"w x 22"d x 30"h, which would be ideal for this. 

• A runner from India, 40"w x 144"1 must be placed somewhere in the 
design. It works best upon hard surface flooring. A rare, antique wool 
and silk oriental rug (12'-0"w x 15'-0"1) must be used also. 

• Fresh flowers, accessories and artifacts are desired throughout the 
interior. 

• The Library/Lounge should seat eight to ten in several small conversational 
groups.  A game table for two to four (may be flip top/sofa back style) 
and writing desk (small) is required. In addition, at 
least one bookcase is needed and should be near a private reading area 
consisting of a Chippendale wing chair (32"w x 34"d x 42"h) and ottoman 
(28"w x 20"d x 18"h) and some type of table surface and lighting. 

• The dining area must accommodate the following: 1) two four-person 
booths; 2) at least four two-person tables; 3) four four-person tables 
(minimum); and 4) at least one six-person table, providing dining for a 
minimum of fifty-two patrons. 

• A Maitre'd reservation stand is necessary' at the Dining Room entrance. 
A pair of chairs (at least) is also required in this area for patrons to wait 
momentarily for their table. 

• In the upstairs landing area, a quiet conversational and private reading 
area for two is desired. This is a major focal area as one ascends the 
staircase, therefore an appropriate emphatic wall item is needed to focus 
the desired attention on this area. 

• The Guest Suite should accommodate a queen size bed, two nightstands 
or tables and lighting; conversation group for two focused on the 
fireplace; a writing desk; a dresser; and an armoire fitted with a television 
set. Ifpossible (space permitting), a small table with two dining chairs 
would be nice. 

• Each of the two Guest Bed Rooms should accommodate sleeping for two: 
one room with twin beds and one room with a double bed, appropriate 
bed-side tables with lighting, a combination dresser/desk, provision for a 
television set (may be wall-mounted, but prefer placement on a table 
surface), and a 30" diameter table with two pull-up dining chairs. 

• The Morning Room needs to accommodate lounge seating 
(sofa/chair combination) for four to six, necessary occasional tables for 
the seating grouping(s), two to three dining/game tables to seat a 
total of eight, and a credenza/buffet for serving coffee, juice, and 
continental breakfast 

• Floorcoverings for all areas are to be specified.  The Dining Room should 
provide a quiet, casual-elegant setting for dining.  Hence, carpeting and 
tablecloths (at least for dinner) may be necessary.   The Guest Suite and 
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Guest Bed Rooms need the warmth of carpeting as well. 

• Lighting for all areas is required.  Dining areas should provide for 
flexible light (dimmed) control.  Consider all lighting functions: task, 
general/ ambient, and accent/decorative . 

• Window coverings need to relate to the overall design theme established 
throughout 

• Indicate placement of several major paintings that the Petranoffs wish to 
include. 

• Keep in mind accessibility for the chairbound disabled (60" turning 
diameter and 36" clear pathway). Dining configurations must indicate 
how a wheelchair would access a dining table and exit. 

• There must be clear access for all to the french doors and dining 
veranda. Provide for the minimum proper clearance throughout all of 
the Dining Room for patrons and service personnel. 

• Follow the requirements  listed in the "Space Planning Exercises 
Assignment  Sheet" to execute your design solution. 

 
Process Each team elects a Captain who is to oversee the execution of the project. 

Every student is assigned a certain aspect to be responsible for which is 
then coordinated with the whole team for a consistent project. Teams set 
their own meeting times (outside of class) and there is one "help session" 
where the professor works with each of the_ teams individually. 

 
 
 

Project Length The duration of the project is approximately four weeks. The course is a 
lecture format (three hours per week; no labs) with 150-200 students. The 
students have about one month after the completion of lecture material 
pertaining to the project to assemble it for presentation. 

 
Evaluation Furniture Scale & Size........................................5 Points 

Furniture Placement & Arrangement............10 Points 
Traffic Flow, Circulation, Access.....................10  Points 
Functional Requirements Met...........................5 Points 
Neatness & Precision of Drawing ..................... 5 Points 
Overall Appropriateness of Solution.................5 Points 
Written Description of Space............................ 10 Points 
Color(s)                                  (2) 
Style(s) & Accessories (3) 
Type of Materials Used (2) 
Overall Theme (3) 

 
 Resources Interior Design by John Pile (1986). 

INTD 155  Introduction To Interior Design Workbook, 2nd Edition, by 
John Peaslee (1992). 
This is a workbook, developed for the course, containing examples 
of acceptable Space Planning Exercises. In addition the workbook has 
scaled furniture templates available for student use. 
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Credits Students' Example courtesy of: Louis Lang, Kim Lennertz, Evangelos 

Solomonides, Paris Staples, and Sandra Tucker, Fall Semester 1991. 
 

Documentation Overall Room Descriptions 
The overall design for the "Queen Anne Bed & Breakfast" will create an 
atmosphere and experience the visitors will take home with them. We 
wished to impart a warm friendly feeling, yet at the same time create the 
atmosphere of old world charm and elegance. Utilizing the vast 
assortment of furniture items, art works, and decorative pieces collected 
by the Petranoffs in their travels, we have created an eclectic interior as 
described below. 

 
• The main color scheme for the public areas of the building is 

monochromatic  using red as a base color in low intensities.  Many shades 
and tints of red are used throughout.  This will give the structure a sense 
of uniformity for all the open areas. 

• Although a uniform setting may be appropriate for the commons, we felt a 
more unique setting for the individual guest rooms to be appropriate. The 
color scheme lends itself to a sense of "a space within a space," allowing 
the guests to feel that they can shut the world out just by closing the door 
to their room. 

• To continue the sense of uniformity, the window treatments for all the 
windows in the structure will be handled in a similar style. Windows which 
will not include closing drapery all have a swag with a jabot,   sill length 
cascades and tassel trimming . Windows with closing drapery will use 
tieback tasseled drapes with brass rosettes mounted on the walls. Each 
window will have stationary panels of English lace.  Those windows in the 
common rooms will all use burgundy velvet, and the guest rooms will have 
colors matching their individual color schemes. 

 
Entrance Hall 

• The color scheme for the entrance hall is monochromatic with red as a 
base color in low intensities. Green and gold will also be used in small 
amounts as accents. 

• The floor covering at the beginning is wall-to-wall beige carpet with a 
burgundy border. In the middle of the entrance carpeting, centered 
under the light fixture, will be a medallion-shaped pattern, organic in 
design, in burgundy with green and gold highlights for the color. The 
carpeting will stop at the doorway between the entrance hall and the 
library, but will continue into the dining room and up the stairwell, 
stopping at the head of the stairs. 

• The entrance hall flooring will have an inset of cream-colored marble 
tile with gold veining inside the main entrance doorway. This allows the 
visitor to enter the building in inclement weather without damaging the 
carpeting . The cream-colored marble works well with the beige carpeting 
and the gold veining brings together the gold gilding described on 
furniture pieces and artwork also contained in the room (see later 
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paragraph on furniture). 
• For the window treatments, a swag with jabot and sill-length cascades in 

burgundy velvet with gold embroidery and tassels will be hung above the 
windows, and stationary panels of English lace below. The 
burgundy velvet suggests an air of refinement while the lace panels 
allow the light to flow into the entrance creating wonderful shadows over 
the floor and walls. This style window treatment provides both a warm 
and inviting atmosphere while at the same time giving the feeling of old 
world charm. 

• The walls in the entrance combine both wood wainscotting and damask 
patterned wallpaper. Walnut wainscotting will be applied to the entrance 
walls. Walnut was chosen for the wood to match the wood in the two 
Greek-order Corinthian columns in the doorway to the dining room Four 
more matching engaged columns will be added, two approximately three 
feet apart to either side of the doorway into the library. Gold gilding will 
be used on the capitols. The walnut columns will act as frames for the 
artwork the Petranoffs wish to display. By using the vertical lines of the 
columns, the visual length of the walls will be broken into smaller sections. 
Above the wainscotting on the wall will be rose damask-patterned 
wallpaper, which will create an effective background for the artwork and 
coordinate well with the burgundy in the carpet border and window swags. 

• The furnishings in the entrance include: two visitor chairs positioned 
with their backs against the stair railing, the Petranoffs Louis XV bureauplat 
used as the reception desk with a chair placed towards the rear entrance, 
two console tables flanking the library doorway, and two 
marble pedestals centered under the windows. Accents for the entrance 
include fresh flower arrangements on both the console tables and large 
arrangements in urns on the pedestals.  Light is provided from the two front 
windows, the chandelier, and a Victorian lamp on the reception desk. Wall-
sconce light fixtures are also liberally placed throughout. 

 
Dining Room 
• The carpeting from the entrance hall will continue into the dining room 

creating a sense of unity and a natural movement from entrance to dining 
room. 

• The Corinthian walnut columns on either side of the doorway leading into 
the dining room create a grand, elegant effect. Gold gilding will be 
added to the capitols to enhance the elegance. 

• Inside the dining room, the effect of the walnut wainscotting in the 
entrance hall is continued in a modified manner.   Instead of wainscotting, a 
horizontal chair rail is used and at five-foot intervals a vertical wood molding will run 
from baseboard to one and a half feet below the ceiling.  At this position 
another horizontal element is added in the form of a plate rail.  The 
horizontal and vertical moldings create a framing effect on the walls. 

• Inside the frames below the chair rail will be the same rose damask 
patterned wallpaper from the entrance hall, again to create the sense of 
continuity. 
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• Above the chair rails in the upper framing the walls will be sponge 

painted using a base of beige and then layers of soft rose and hint of 
pale green. 

• Continuing further up the wall, above the plate rail we will continue the 
sponge painted effect. Inside each of the frames created by the wood 
moldings will be wall hangings and paintings. Smaller collectibles will be 
displayed on the plate rail. 

• We will use pedestal tables made of dark oak with Windsor-style chairs. 
• The booths are of the same wood type with upholstery on the 

benches to 
match the custom-made cushions on the dining chairs. These 
upholstered pieces will be a rose, green, and beige needlepoint pattern. 

• A hostess station is located to the right of the main doorway. 
• The tablecloths will consist of a beige undercloth, with a rectangular (or 

square, depending on table design) burgundy overcloth. The napkins are 
rose in color. The dinner plates have a rose and pale green 
floral pattern with gold trim. 

• The window treatments will be the same as the entrance hall with the 
beige lace panels and a burgundy swag. In addition, tie-back draperies 
are also used. 

• Natural lighting is in abundance during daylight hours, streaming in from 
the bay windows and French doors. This creates a light, airy, cheery 
room for breakfast and lunch. At night, drapes may remain open 
onto the starry Seattle night, or closed to shut out rainy, dreary nights. A 
warm glowing light is created at night from the Victorian-era converted gas 
light chandeliers and wall sconces. Candles on individual tables 
may also be used. 

 
Library 

• The library is a place for quiet conversation, letter writing, gaming, 
reading, and relaxing. To create this effect, the old world English style 
will be used. 

• From the entrance hall the columns flanking the doorway, and the 
horizontal burgundy border on the carpet create an effective frame for 
the entrance into the library creating a sense of entering a different 
environment. 

• Inside this room, everywhere you look will be dark woods. The 
existing dark oak plank flooring will remain bare, and the walls will 
be covered completely with walnut tongue-and-groove paneling. One 
wall of the library will be filled with a bookcase unit in walnut with 
carvings along cornice and base. The bookcase is enclosed with leaded 
glass pane doors, and hidden interior lighting to accentuate the volumes 
housed there. 

• Many small conversation areas are created in this one room.  In the bay 
window a wooden window seat will be created. To add comfort the seat 
will be strewn with brocaded, embroidered, damask, and stripped 
cushions using beige, cream, burgundy, forest green, gold, rose, and moss 
green colors. The same beige lace panels, burgundy velvet 
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tasseled swag, and tie-back tasseled drapes are used in this room as well 

as the rest of the house. 
• Another separate space is created by the fireplace.  An area rug will be 

placed in front of the fireplace.  In this grouping a burgundy leather 
loveseat with brass studs and a matching Chippendale wingback chair with 
ottoman will be used. A small coffee table will be placed in front 
of the loveseat and a small side table by the wingback chair.  A game table 
will be placed in one comer of the room.  The table will be wood with inlaid 
forest green leather with a gold pattern edge; the table will be surrounded 
by four forest green leather chairs, again with brass studs. 

• Along one wall an armoire will house a hidden liquor cabinet for guests. 
• In yet another area of the room will be a writing desk with chair. 
• Of course, every library needs a globe and this one is no exception. 
• Several pieces of statuary, vases, and other art objects are liberally 

scattered throughout the room. 

• A chandelier hangs above the fireplace area and another above the game 
table. The perimeter of the room has wall sconces, and a Tiffany desk 
lamp accentuates the desk. 

 
Stairwell 
• To continue the feeling of the public areas, the same beige carpeting 

with burgundy border from the entrance hall covers the stairs. 
• The wainscotting and rose damask-patterned wallpaper from the 

entrance hall also is continued up the staircase creating a uniform space 
between both areas. 

• A collection of artwork will be placed on the wall of the stairwell 
leading the eye up to the second floor landing. 

• Wall sconce light fixtures are intermittently spaced up the wall for 
lighting along with the chandelier descending from the second story. 

 
Upstairs Landing 

• The wainscotting, wallpaper, and carpeting from the stairwell ends at 
the head of the stairs. At this point, the walls are painted with a 
wonderful light warm beige color. 

• Across from the top of the staircase, along the opposite wall, hangs a 
twelve by fifteen foot oriental rug. This treasured item of the Petranoffs 
creates a stunning focal point at the landing. The rug hangs from about 
one foot below the ceiling and cascades down the wall. At the base of 
the wall, the rug gathers and then flows onto the floor approximately five 
feet from the wall. 

• Holding the rug in position on the floor and creating a conversation area 

are a rosewood settee, a chair, and a corner table. 
• The remainder of the landing is left bare, highlighting the dark oak 

plank flooring. 
• The window provides for natural lighting during the day, and an 

excellent view at the night. A torchiere lamp provides light at one end 
of the settee, and a small table lamp is placed on the comer table. The 
draperies are the same design as the rest of the inn; beige lace sheers 
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with  burgundy  swags. Hallway. 
• The walls in the hallway are painted a plain light warm beige. 
• Wall sconces and brightly colored paintings are placed intermittently 

along the length of the walls. The painting frames are of a light nature 
in their visual weight. This gives the long narrow hallway a light, more open 
feel. 

• The flooring is the original dark oak plank with the Petranoffs' runner 
placed in front of the doorway to the morning room. 

 
Morning Room 
• The morning room will present an aura of cheerfulness with flowered 

carpeting containing shades of green, rose, and beige. White flowers 
and bright colors will be used throughout. 

• The wall covering will be a beiger base with rose using a strie' painting 
technique. 

• The window treatments will consist of flowered curtains with lace 
sheers.  An excellent view is provided anytime of day or night. 

• This room will include a Louis XVI settee and fauteuil chairs for 
intimate seating and conversation . There are several chairs and tables 
available in settings for two; tables and chairs are easily moved and 
combined for larger gatherings. 

• There is a buffet provided with fresh fruit, water, coffee, and tea, as well 
as the specialty of the day for breakfast. 

 
Guest Suite 
• The carpeting in the guest suite is an off-white. The overall color will be 

a calming blue. A chair and the bedspread will be a light blue of moderate 
intensity and a damask finish. Butter-walnut wood furniture with gold 
accents will be used throughout this room. 

• The walls of the guest suite will be blue in color done in a strie' fabric 
simulation with paint done by brush and sponge. 

• Drapery will consist of three layers: a layer of beige lace sheers, a layer 
of heavy blue brocade drapery and a darker, lower intensity blue swag. 
Gold tassels will finish off the window treatment. 

• Two chairs and a small coffee table are placed in front of the fireplace. 
This provides a relaxed conversation area.  Also, a writing desk and chair 
with a desk light are placed in front of the bay window.  A television is 
hidden in the corner armoire.  Ceiling fans in all the guest rooms provide 
for moderate air circulation, even in the most inclement weather. The 
bed is the largest of all the guest beds, a queen size. 

 
 

Guest Room 1 
• This guest room contains two twin beds. 
• This room will have a monochromatic  color scheme containing 

yellow/gold in a medium intensity.  The carpeting will be the same 
off-white color as the guest suite.  The furniture will be done in the 
butter-walnut wood with gold accents. 

• The window treatments consist of lace sheers, yellow-gold velvet 
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draperies, and a deeper yellow swag. 
• There is a small table with two chairs in the bay window.  There is a 

writing desk and chair along the wall, a TV with stand, and an end table on 
each side of the bed.  Again, there is a ceiling fan in this room. 

 
Guest Room 2 
• This guest room contains one double bed. 
• This room (the "Green Room") is done in a monochromatic green. 

The walls are a moss green, with a light pastel green rug. The bed 
linens and chair upholstery are done in a darker forest green. The 
wood in this room is a darker oak wood. This room should give the 
impression of being in a wooded area. 

• Again, there is a writing desk, dresser, TV and stand. A table and two 
chairs are in the bay window.  A ceiling fan provides additional air 
circulation. 
 

 Documentation Floor Plan and Furniture Placement for Ground Level. 
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